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Printing dynamic color palettes and layered textures through modeling-guided stacking of electrochromic polymers†‡
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In printable electrochromic polymer (ECP) displays, a wide color gamut, precise patterning, and controllable color switching are important. However, it is a significant challenge to achieve such features synergistically. Here, we present a solution-processable ECP stacking scheme, where a crosslinker is co-processed with three primary ECPs (ECP-Cyan, ECP-Magenta, and ECP-Yellow), which endows the primary ECPs with solvent-resistant properties and allows them to be sequentially deposited. Via varying the film thickness of each ECP layer, a full-color palette can be constructed. The ECP stacking strategy is further integrated with photolithography. Delicate multilayer patterns with overhang and undercut textures can be generated, allowing information displays with spatial dimensionality. In addition, via modulating the stacking sequence, the electrochemical onset potentials of the ECP components can be synchronized to reduce unwanted intermediate colors that are often found in co-processed ECPs. Should specific color properties be desired, COMSOL modeling could be applied to guide the stacking. We believe that this ECP stacking strategy opens a new avenue for electrochromic printing and displays.

Introduction

An electrochromic polymer (ECP) changes its color due to electrochemical redox reactions, which is known as electrochromism. Polymer electrochromics can be fast, cyclically stable, and energy-efficient, giving them enormous potential in applications such as displays,1–4 optical shutters (smart window, sunglass),5–7 and electronic papers.8 To pursue future printable electrochromic displays, a wide color range, controllable color switching, and precise on-demand patterns, among others, are essential elements to be explored. At present, a full-color palette of ECPs has been achieved via tuning molecular structures in the synthesis or mixing ECPs with primary colors based on color-mixing theory.9–11 In the synthetic approach, varying the backbones or sidechains of electrochromic polymers to achieve fine color control is complicated and time-consuming, due to the sophisticated polymer structures and color relationships.10 By contrast, color mixing is a well-established strategy to obtain the desired colors and it has been implemented via ECP blending or stacking.12,13 In polymer blending, polymer solutions are blended first and deposited on substrates. For example, Reynolds et al. have reported fine color tuning through blending cyan, magenta, and yellow ECPs.14 In spite of its simplicity and accessibility, the blending approach has limitations in terms of the color control. Due to the disparity in
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 electrochemical onset potentials between the blended ECPs, polymers with a lower onset potential will be oxidized first under a constant potential, inducing unwanted intermediate colors. Alternatively, the stacking of ECPs is a promising way to facilitate the color mixing, where polymers with primary colors are sequentially deposited to generate secondary or more sophisticated color shades. Furthermore, the order of polymers being electrochemically doped can be adjusted through the polymer deposition sequence, which can minimize the intermediate colors. In addition, layered textures and patterns can be constructed based on polymer stacking. Since humans have both tactile and visual texture perception, the stacked patterns will be able to convey more information. To our knowledge, the stacking strategy has mostly been demonstrated through the \textit{in situ} electropolymerization of multilayer ECPs on electrodes, which is often incompatible with site-specific large-scale patterning. In this work, we present a stacking scheme for solution-processable ECPs with the integration of photolithography and printing to realize full colors and layered textures, laying a foundation for future electrochromic displays. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the electrochemical onset potentials of stacked ECPs can be synchronized to reduce intermediate colors \textit{via} modulating the stacking sequence. Finally, we use finite element analysis (FEA) to guide the design and stacking of ECPs to achieve the desired colors. A modeling framework allows the numerical prediction of the spectroscopic characteristics and the color appearance of ECPs.

To implement the stacking, each polymer layer needs to be solvent-resistant and avoid dissolution during the subsequent coating steps. In our study, a well-studied bis(fluorophenyl azide) (bisFA) crosslinker, whose structure is shown in Fig. 1a, is chosen for co-processing with the ECPs to introduce the solvent resistance. The structure of the crosslinker was confirmed using NMR in Fig. S1 (ESI†). Following the CMY subtractive color-mixing model, three primary ECPs from the

---

**Fig. 1** Building color palettes via stacking cross-linked electrochromic polymers. (a) Molecular structures of the crosslinker (bisFA) and the three primary electrochromic polymers (ECP-M, ECP-Y, and ECP-C). \( R \) shows the side-chain structures of the ECPs. The \( x \)-, \( y \)-, and \( z \)-values represent the equivalents of corresponding monomers during synthesis. (b) Insoluble fraction as a function of crosslinker weight ratio for ECP-M. The inset pictures show the pure and crosslinked ECP-M films in chloroform solutions. (c) Spectroelectrochemistry of pure ECP-M and cross-linked ECP-M. (d) Schema of the double-layer ECP stacking. The expanded view shows the detailed cross-linked ECP, where the crosslinker connects the sidechains of the ECPs. (e) Pictures and (f) absorbance spectra of a full-color palette prepared by stacking two of the three primary ECPs with a variety of thicknesses.
poly(3,4-propylenedioxythiophene) (PProDOT) family were employed for stacking, and they are magenta, yellow and cyan, respectively, in their neutral states.\textsuperscript{19–23} These polymers are denoted as ECP-M, ECP-Y, and ECP-C, as shown in Fig. 1a. Their structures were confirmed using NMR in Fig. S2 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}). Their molecular weight and dispersity details were characterized using gel permeation chromatography (GPC) as shown in Fig. S3 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}) and are summarized in Table S1 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}). To examine the photo-cross-linking behavior of the electrochromic polymer (ECP)/crosslinker, we first used poly(3,4-propylenedioxythiophene) (ECP-M) as the study model. The crosslinker (bisFA) was co-processed with ECP-M with a bisFA/ECP-M weight ratio from 0% to 9%, and they were exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light in a nitrogen-filled glovebox for 5 minutes to complete the crosslinking. During the UV exposure, the predominant cross-linking reaction is nitrene insertion into the alkyl chain of the polymers.\textsuperscript{24,25} This photo-cross-linking process was confirmed using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy in Fig. S4 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}), where a loss of the N\textsubscript{1} peak ($\nu_{\text{as}} = 2125$ cm$^{-1}$, $\nu_{\text{s}} = 1255$ cm$^{-1}$) and the formation of characteristic C-N ($\nu_{\text{as}} \approx 1216$ cm$^{-1}$) and N-H ($\nu \approx 3360$ cm$^{-1}$) bonds were observed after the UV exposure. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data in Fig. S5 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}) show that crosslinked ECP-M exhibits higher crystallization temperature ($T_c$) compared with pure ECP-M. This may be due to a more fixed molecular structure caused by the side-chain connections. To quantify the cross-linking efficiency, the cross-linked films were immersed in chloroform for 5 minutes followed by a further chloroform washing. The insoluble fractions of the films are defined as the quotient between their absorbance after solvent washing and their initial absorbance at 540 nm (the maximum absorption of ECP-M). As plotted in Fig. 1b, with the addition of 5–9 wt% of crosslinker, the electrochromic film exhibits an insoluble fraction of more than 85%. The absorbance spectra of the ECPs with different amounts of crosslinker are also examined to study the possible influence of cross-linking on the molecular packing of the ECP-M. As shown in Fig. S6 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}), a higher crosslinker-to-ECP weight ratio leads to a lower 0–0 to 0–1 vibronic peak ratio of the ECP-M, indicating weaker ECP intrachain ordering. Considering the cross-linking efficiency, 5 wt% of crosslinker is selected to further study the impact of the cross-linking on the electrochemical and electrochromic performance of ECP-M. This investigation is performed using a three-electrode cell with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode, Pt wire as the counter electrode, and 0.2 M LiTFSI (lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide)/PC (propyl carbonate) as supportive electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 1c, compared with pure ECP-M, the cross-linked polymer exhibits an almost identical transmittance in both the colored (reduced) and bleached (oxidized) states, suggesting a minimum impact of the cross-linking on its electrochromic performance. The switching kinetics and cyclic voltammograms of pure and cross-linked ECP-M are also compared in Fig. S7 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}), which demonstrates a negligible difference. Under the same cross-linking conditions, the other two primary ECPs (ECP-C and ECP-Y) also exhibited high insoluble fractions (both are 98%) and had unaffected electrochromic performances, as illustrated in Fig. S8 and S9 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}). With a cross-linked ECP, another layer of ECP can be spin-coated on top of it, forming a double-layer electrochromic thin film, as demonstrated in the scanning electronic microscopic image in Fig. S10 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}). As a result, by stacking two of the three primary electrochromic polymers in a variety of thicknesses, a color palette with hues covering the whole visible spectrum can be obtained. Schematic illustrations of the electrochromic stacking and cross-linking are illustrated in Fig. 1d. The pictures and UV-Vis spectra of the color palette are shown in Fig. 1e and f, respectively. The raw transmittance spectra and thickness information for each color in the palette are summarized in Fig. S11 and Table S2 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}).

After demonstrating the feasibility of multilayer ECP deposition, we conducted finite elemental analysis (FEA) to simulate the electromagnetic field–ECP stacking interactions using COMSOL, whereby the spectroscopic characteristics and the color appearance of the ECP stackings can be theoretically predicted. The workflow of the optical modeling is shown in Fig. 2a. A multilayer geometry with a high width-to-thickness ratio is built to simulate the stacked polymer thin films. Depolarized electromagnetic waves (port 1 and port 2) with wavelengths from 400 to 800 nm are applied perpendicularly to the geometry from top to the bottom. The intrinsic values of each polymer – the refractive index ($n$), extinction coefficient ($k$), and thickness ($d$) – are applied, respectively, to each layer of the model to study the interaction between the electromagnetic waves and the polymer-stacking system. The transmittance or reflectance spectra can be derived as the simulated results. The chromaticity values are extracted from the spectra to predict the color appearance of the system. The detailed simulation process is included in the ESI\textsuperscript{†} notes.

We first applied the optical modeling to double-layer ECPs. To this end, two-layer geometries were constructed and two out of the three primary ECPs (ECP-C, ECP-M, ECP-Y) were assigned to the geometry, generating three stacking scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2b. The refractive indices and absorption coefficients of the three polymers were measured using the Filmetrics technique and are shown in Fig. S12 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}). In all three stacking scenarios, the thickness of ECP-C, ECP-M and ECP-Y was set to 210 nm, 190 nm, and 160 nm, respectively. For the computational results, the transmittance of the three double-layer ECPs was calculated and is shown as the red dashed curves. Next, we performed experiments to replicate the theoretical results and validate the modeling. To re-create the thickness in the modeling for the actual coating practice, we constructed the thickness–concentration correlation for each polymer, as shown in Fig. S13 (ESI\textsuperscript{‡}). Specifically, solutions with varying concentrations of the three polymers were prepared and spin-coated on glass/TTO substrates at the speed of 1500 rpm. The thicknesses of these films were measured using a profilometer or AFM and fitted as a function of the related concentration for each polymer. Guided by the thickness–concentration correlations, stacking of the ECPs to the target thickness was carried out. The measured transmittance spectra of the ECP stacking samples are shown by the black curves in Fig. 2b. Remarkably, they are in excellent agreement with the modeling values (red dashed curves), demonstrating the effectiveness of the modeling. Furthermore, the $xyz$ chromaticity values were extracted from the experimental and simulated
spectra (as shown in Table S3, ESI‡) and were used to forecast the color appearance of each film. As shown in the solid and dashed box insets, the colors from the experimental and modeling spectra are well matched.

Fig. 2c shows the spectroelectrochemical performance of the three stacking electrochromic films. After oxidation and reduction cycles (electrochemical conditioning), the transmittance spectra showed some variation from the as-coated one, which is attributed to morphological changes caused by ion penetration and extraction during the electrochemical cycling. This suggests that the optical modeling value may have some disparity when predicting the color appearance of the film after cycling. However, the small deviation can be resolved using the optical constant values of films after electrochemical conditioning for the optical modeling. The significant change in transmittance between the reduced (colored) and oxidized (bleached) states indicates that the stacking ECPs present a promising electrochromic performance. The double potential step chronoabsorptometry and long-cycling test results of the stacking ECPs are shown in Fig. S14 (ESI‡), and their coloration efficiency, optical contrast, and cycling performance data are summarized in Table S4 (ESI‡). The maximum achievable optical contrast of the ECP stackings is limited by the low-contrast components of the stacked polymers. For instance, when ECP-M is layered with ECP-Y, the optical contrast of the stacking is comparable to ECP-Y, which has a low optical contrast. For reference, the spectroelectrochemistry results of single-layer ECP-C, ECP-M, and ECP-Y are shown in Fig. S15 (ESI‡).

Next, we utilize optical modeling to guide the preparation of a neutral grey ECP by stacking ECP-C, ECP-M, and ECP-Y with appropriate thickness ratios. Neutral grey electrochromic materials have aroused great interest due to their wide applications.26,27 According to the CMY color model, when cyan, magenta, and yellow electrochromic polymers (ECPs) are mixed with equal color contributions, their mixture will display a neutral grey color. However, since ECP-C, ECP-M, ECP-Y have distinct absorption coefficients, their mixing ratio must be carefully tuned to obtain neutral grey, which necessitates dedicated experimental labor. Through optical modeling, we predicted that using the film thicknesses for ECP-C, ECP-M, ECP-Y of 250 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm, respectively, the
maximum absorbance intensities of the three polymers were almost identical, as shown in Fig. 3a. In such a case, the stacking appears a neutral grey. This is also supported by the fact that the xy chromaticity values extracted from modeling spectra are close to the coordinates of the white point in color space, as shown in Fig. 3b. Guided by the modeling and the concentration-thickness correlations, triple-layer ECP stacking was carried out by depositing the three polymers in the sequence ECP-C/ECP-Y/ECP-M on the glass/ITO substrate from their chloroform solutions with concentrations of 26 mg mL\(^{-1}\), 11 mg mL\(^{-1}\), and 12 mg mL\(^{-1}\), respectively. As shown in Fig. 3a and b, the experimentally obtained electrochromic film from stacking of the polymers exhibits almost identical transmittance and xy values to those of the modeling results. Furthermore, the spectroelectrochemistry, double potential step chronoabsorptometry results, and pictures of the stacking polymer are shown in Fig. 3c and d. After electrochemical conditioning, a slight transmittance shift is observed, which is attributed to the morphological change caused by ion penetration and extraction during the electrochemical cycling. The triple-layer electrochromic film shows an optical contrast of 38\% at 555 nm between the colored and bleached states, with a switching time of 9 s, which is competitive amongst the reported neutral grey polymers.\(^{26-32}\)

After establishing the ECP stacking and modeling, we studied the impact of the stacking sequence on minimizing the intermediate colors. Having intermediate colors is a common issue in the reported co-processed electrochromic polymers (ECPs), due to the disparity in electrochemical onset potentials of the constituent ECPs.\(^{33,34}\) In our design, via controlling the stacking sequence of the ECPs, their electrochemical onset potentials are synchronized to minimize the intermediate colors. Here, we employ two well-studied ECPs (i.e., ECP-orange and ECP-blue) to demonstrate this approach, since they have very distinct electrochemical onset potentials (0 V and 0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl for ECP-blue and -orange, respectively).\(^{35,36}\) The molecular structures of the polymers are shown in Fig. S16 (ESI\(^{\ddagger}\)). As a reference, we first studied the electrochromic performance of their blends. As illustrated in Fig. 4a, when the two polymers were blended and deposited on the electrode, ECP-blue with the lower electrochemical onset potential will be oxidized first in response to an applied positive electric field, attracting anions from the electrolyte to enter the polymer film. As a result, the...
Cyclic voltammetry of the film presents two separate electrochemical onset potentials at around 0 V and 0.7 V (Fig. 4b), indicating a split electrochemical doping. To monitor the color change, we recorded their absorbance responses during the doping (Fig. S17, ESI‡) and plotted their absorbance decrease at the wavelengths of 490 nm and 600 nm – which are around the maximum absorbance of ECP-blue and ECP-orange, respectively – as a function of the applied voltage, as shown in Fig. 4c. At 0 V, the absorbance at 600 nm starts to decrease, while the absorbance at 490 nm does not exhibit a significant decrease until 0.6 V. This suggests that ECP-blue bleaches earlier than ECP-orange. By contrast, when the two polymers are stacked with ECP-orange on top, electrons will be extracted from ECP-blue to ITO while ions have to diffuse from the ECP-orange/electrolyte interface to the whole ECP stack under a positive potential. Only when the ECP-orange is doped will the ion diffusion become unimpeded to complete the doping of the stacking, as illustrated in Fig. 4d. In Fig. 4e, this mechanism is confirmed by the cyclic voltammogram of the ECP stack, where a single electrochemical onset potential at around 0.58 V is observed, indicating a synchronized electrochemical reaction. In Fig. 4f, the absorbance decreases at 600 nm and 490 nm are also synchronized, suggesting a binary colored-to-bleached switch.

Finally, taking advantage of the UV-triggered cross-linking and the solution-processable ECP stacking strategy, we used photolithography to create delicate patterns with layered textures. The printing process is illustrated in Fig. 5a. Specifically, the multilayer ECP patterns were constructed using a series of repeated processes including photomask covering, 5 minutes of UV illumination and solvent development. The areas that are exposed to UV illumination are crosslinked while the remaining uncross-linked film is washed away using chloroform. The whole printing process is efficient, without the use of any photoresists. As a demonstration, Fig. 5b shows a multilayer ECP pattern that consists of magenta rectangles at the bottom and two pairs of perpendicular yellow lines in the middle and at the top layers. After obtaining the multilayer pattern, we used an optical profilometer to map out a representative periodic structure of this pattern, as shown in Fig. 5c, where the color codes indicate the height of the ECP surface. Remarkably, three height differences were observed on the substrate surface: green rectangular patterns (single layer), orange lines on the rectangular patterns (double layer), and red intersections of the line patterns (triple layer). We further extracted the height profile along the dashed line, from which the height changes at the junction of the two features can be accurately obtained. Here, both the rectangular and line patterns have a thickness of around 200 nm. To visualize this height change in spatial dimensionality, the color-rendered and greyscale-rendered 3D surface topographies of the multilayer patterns are also displayed in Fig. 5d, where various overhangs and undercut structures can be clearly observed. This reflects that rich texture information can be created based on the stacking strategy.
Furthermore, the electrochromism of the multilayer pattern was monitored using an optical microscope, as shown in Fig. 5e. At $-0.2$ V, both ECP-M and ECP-Y are in their neutral states, showing the rectangles and lines in vivid colors. At 1.2 V, both the lines and rectangular patterns are oxidized and thus bleached, while at 0.7 V, only ECP-M that is not covered by the ECP-Y lines is oxidized, since the insulating ECP-Y hinders the ion transmission and the oxidation of the bottom ECP-M. Thus, the lines on top of the ECP-M squares appear to be red. This observation matches the early discussion in Fig. 4. The voltage-dependent ECP patterns enable a more informative color display.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we demonstrated a facile method to stack solution-processable electrochromic polymers (ECPs), which was achieved by co-processing ECPs with a crosslinker (bisFA). Triggered by UV light, the crosslinker endowed the ECPs with solvent-resistant properties without compromising their electrochromic performance and allowed them to be sequentially deposited. Following CMY subtractive color-mixing theory, three primary ECPs (ECP-C, ECP-M, and ECP-Y) were chosen to be stacked with a variety of thicknesses, generating a full-color palette. COMSOL optical modeling was applied to guide the preparation of double-layer and triple-layer ECPs, producing targeted secondary and tertiary colors. We further integrated the stacking strategy with photolithography, constructing a multilayer ultraprecise ECP pattern with overhang and undercut textures that displayed voltage-dependent electrochromic features. By placing the ECP with the higher electrochemical potential on top, the ECP stacking presented synchronized electrochemical potentials and almost binary colored-to-bleached switching with minimum intermediate colors. We believe that this ECP stacking method will open a new avenue for delicate ECP printing and displays. Despite the benefits of ECP stacking, several aspects need to be further studied to carry this strategy forward. First, when the stacking is fully bleached, the components with lower potential windows may suffer overoxidation. Second, for a desired color, the thickness ratio of the stacked ECP films is fixed, which lessens the opportunity to adjust the film thickness of each layer for an optimal optical contrast.
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